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An Assessment nf.the ,7osition

of Resident Students ar - Bloomington

During recent months,. the appropnaje role_ fru= residential living

units, in the Indiana University communit 11,1s cemerunder scrutiny. Dr.

JohnI.Schuh, Director of the Department r.:. .ti-c-'d=ze Life, authorized

an evaluation of certain asperrr of the ,,,111=rmaat for at .least three

reasons:

1. The coming decade c4' decline in tfiemmber and changing .

characteristics of traditionEt. qlgeeLcoliege students

suggests a reexamination may nowded of the residence

hill uses and staffing;

2. Some faculty and certain adri,;,11..,- -altars- have questioned

whether residence hall.progn-, 1 cervices complement

or enhance the leafning'proc.

A systematic evaluation . anent of Residence

Life has not been conducted 'gc. r=ezi:ant past by an

eXternal-(to,the Department)

While the Halls of Residence as 1.1,inistrative structure exists

primarily to provide shelter and suss 2e for students, the Department, .

of Residence Life supplements the in,s experiences of students with

personal and group learning experienLs :hat are thought to be related

to cognitive, affective, and physica_:- drrelopment. The Department pur-
%

ports to meet students' needs and stimuk4, _ student development through

a variety of policies, programs, and activities.' Considering the breadth

of activities in which the Department is1=Igaged, the diversity that



characterizes the undergraduate population and therefore the resm.ctive

and ttiezm'ne constr.-Ants within which the evaluat_m_team

had to operate, the.Derertment'sactivities were not evaluated

'f=.4'.77.aphs, the scope, speCific objeves,

and questions pertimant to c...-,mluation are outlined, While t1=L:s

activity was -A project for a nate seminar in evaluation,.the.,.evalua-

,

tion itself was authenti:....

Hacc.,:,y,rou-.1.d Information'

Objective of the Evaluathan

The evaluation was:ronducted to describe the learning disposition

of students living. in _the residence hallsl. Learning disposition

Included students' acciltmation to and,appreciation and exploratic of

different life styles; appropriate exp, rience with different types of
.

interpersonal relationships; evidence/of appropriate study habits,

/
individual reSpOnsihflity, sensitivity to. cultural differences, and

social skills; and satisfactory aca
/demic performance in the traditional

/

sense (grade point average).
/

Description of., the Darartment of Residence Life
/

To place the evaluation i
ill

the proper perspective, the evaluation

team reviewed the follcw4ing mterials: The Key, the Department of

Residence Life "Staff4innuals/," Residence Hall Options at Indiana Univer-
i

siti, results from the Mall/1979 Ecosystem Survey, and information about

grade point,everages,bythalil. for the preceding year.

The Department of_TPsidence Life strives to integrate and enrich

the living and learning environment of each student by'providing academic, .

4



cultural., social
,
and recreational -7-.Togramming wt..-thin a community atmos-

phere.

.

phere.

Objectives:

1. To:provide for the suc sful developmant of those.taaks

which characterize graph In young adtat=m4

2. To maintain an environment. in which stuL.Lents are encouraged

to integrate their personal and academilives;

3. To develop characteristicsof a community that educationally

benefits all students;

4. To support'institutional objectives by maintaining an

orderly environment in accordante with state laws;

To facilitate communication within the Department;.

6. To maintain cOoperative contacts with all other.relevant

.institutional offices (e.g., IUPD, CAPS, University Division).

Rules and Regulations. All the rules, procedures, and policies '1

pertaining to the Department of Residence Life may be found in TheKey,...

. and:_the departmental staff manuals. These rule's, procedures, and policies'

support the belief that learning occurs through apprppriate interaction

with others in.the University community.

Other. Indiana University - Bloomington is a residential campus

located in the small, urban community of Bloomington. Although a number

of students choose to live off campus, a majority of students' living needs

are met through residence hall complexes or fraternity and sorority houses.

As Chamberlain stated in Evaluation in Student Affairs (Kuh, 1979),

"there is a diversity in the age, type, and size of residence halls
.

available to students on the Indiana campus. The range from older
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smaller Units, built -prior to World War II to large, multistoried

modern des gned s=ructures, built during the growth years of the 1950's

and 1960's."

There are 10 12=iergraduate resl_dence halls located in three "tri7

quads," a term used to designate three halls in close proximity. One

hall, MRC-LLC, is 2ographically isolated. Approximately,210 Resident

Assistants (RA) sup,..,:rvise L0,000 undergraduate. students. Each RA is

responsible for 711-85 students, depending on the center and the floor

locatiOn. Assi.5-Coordinators (AC) supervise a staff of fourto ten

RAs depending o:7_ the hall or floor-.

The studen: turnover or attrition rate from the residence halls is

about 507. per year. Students are assigned a room based on various factors,

such as: application date, length of time on the:campus, and visitation

choice. Facilities vary from center to center to meet the needs of theq
students. .Every center maintains a library.

Evaluation Design

Constraints

Decisions concerning the evaluation's scope, implementation,

data analysis, and reporting were made by Dr. George Kuh after consulta-

tion with Dr..John Schuh and evaluation team members, eight graduate .

students in education. The timing constraints were inhibiting factors.

Because of the composition of the evaluation team (graduate students in?"'

an evaluation seminar), the,project was conceived, and implemented prior

to the end of the Fall, 1979, semester. The.flexibility and data gather

ing capacity usually associated Wirh projects like this was attenuated

somewhat given that funds were not available to support the project.'



OrganizationaLFramework for Evaluation

The evaluation emphasized elements of the Reporter genre of evalua-

tiOn approaches (See Brown, 1979). That is, the evaluation team

endeavored to describe the behavior of undergraduate resident students
_.

at Indiana University - Bloomington as it was related-tb learningodis-

position. The technologies'associlited with-Reporteroriented-evalua-

tions aasume that an accurate portrayal of relevant activities can

provide important evaluation information. In essence, the evaluation

served to provide a vicarious experience fOr the Department of Residence

Life.

In addition, elements of the Systematic Planner approaches were

incorporated (relating objectives to activities, and assessing outcomes).

Evaluation Questions

The overarching issue that served as a guide for the evaluation

activity was whether the behavior of resident students was conducive

to the acquisition of a favorable learning disposition. More specific-

ally, the project sought answers to two questions: 'What are the

relationships between various resident student characteristics such as

residential unit, study habits (where, with whom, how often), and.learn-

ing disposition? What efforts.do students expend to improve their dis-

position toward learning?

The evaluation team took. the.position that for residende life

staff and programs to be effective, a receptive audience (students)

was required. In essence, the project attempted to determine the

degree to which resident students:at Indiana Univesity - Bloomington

were interested in.and committed.to acquiring a favorable learning

disposition.
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Method

Sample

°

The target sample was comprised of residents and residence life

staff randomly selopted from three residence centers: Forest, Winkle,

and Wright. The target centers were se.ected based on some general

criteria of representativeness related to other centers; e.g., active

student government, hall grade point average, campus location,, and

"general ambiance." The degree of "goodness of fit" or representative-

ness of these particular centers was validated in discussions with Dr.

John Schuh and other residence life staff.

The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of-residents of each.
-_.

, .

. of the three centers were obtained. One hundred students were randoMly
6

. r' . .. ,

selected (33 from F.:31-e.f, _33 from Willkie, 34 from Wright-41%.male) for
, . . .

telephone interviews. An,a4ditional 100 students from each of.the

centers (tbtal.n = 300) were randomly selected for their input via an

evaluation :questionnaire. Due to sample attrition and exclUsion of some

resident assistants who were inadvertently included in the list of resi-;

dents; the target sample was reduced to 285 undergraduate residents (45%

male).

Face to.face interviews were.conducted with each f the center.

coordinators (n = 3). From each center, about a half:dozen assistant

coordinators or resident assistants were selected for telephone inter-

views. The,selection ofresidence life.staff was based on several

criteria (experience as'an RA/AC, length of time in the center). The

number of residence life staff including coordinators totaled 18; five

from Foster, six from Willkie, and seven from 'Wright.

4,4
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Instrumentation and Procedures

The interview protocols and evaluation questionnaires were designed'
J

to obtain:essentially the same information. (see Appendix A).. The instru-

:

ments.were developed during September acid early October of 1979. After

testing the forms in late October with some_ undergraduate students, the

.telephene interviews-with:feildents were conducted by-se'.,:n graduate stu-

dents during early November, 1979./ Interviews were conducted with75 (43%,

male) of the 100 students targeted for this portion of the study.
.

Concurrently,;.the evaluation questionnaires were developed and sent

on November 5 to.the 285 randomly selected residents of the three target

.

centers (Appendix B). AlSo enclosed in the padket sent td\these residents

was an individually typed 'and signed letter from Dr. John Schuh explaining.

o

the purposes and importance of the project. After Thanksgiving recess,

all those who had4nor reaponded to the mailed questionnaire were given

another set of materials by the RA on their floor and encouraged to partici-.

pate. A response-rate of 57% (41% male) was realized..

This participation level is somewhat lower than shoUld be,expeCted

for this .type of project. At.Indiana University, residents are an often

solicited group; that is, they tend tobe burdened with questionnaires,

etc. Most efforts to poll residents typically fall short of a 50% return

rate. Therefore, although not a high responSe rate was obtained in this

Troject, compared with efforts of this type in the Indiana University

campus, the 57%' participation rate compares favorably. Nevertheless,

the results should be interpreted with some caution.

Results

For reasons of parsimony, the interview data have been combined
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. .

with information from the questionnaire. In instances where salient

findings represent only one of these data sources, Specific reference

to the appropriate source is made. The results are reported in several

sections: Study Habits and Conditions, Grades, Learning Disposition,

and Staff Insights. Prior to presenting the results, a brief summary

of demographic information about the respondents is provided.

Demographic Profile of Respondents

The views and behaviors of 98 men and 139 women from three residence

centers were the source of the information that follows. Almost a third'

of the-respondents reported majoring in some area of business, with

about 10% divided among each of the following fields: natural' sciences

and health, physical sciences and math, and education. The average-

age (mode) f respondents was 18. Over 50%.werefreshmenbout a

quarter were sophomores, and almost 17% were juniors.. For 99,

respondents, the semester in which the study was conducted was their.

first in the halls. Less than 20% had lived in anIU residence hall

more than four semesters.. For 139 respondents, this was the first

Semester they. had lived in'the center in which they were residing when

the study was conducted.
0

As a group the respondents who had been on campus /at least one

full semester prior to fall, 1979, reported a cumu ative grade point

average of 2.8. This is coppdrable to the cumulative grade point-

average of resident' students.at IU Bloomington.

Study Habits and Conditions

Better than half of the' respondents who.were interviewed indicated

that they study in the evenings between 5:00 p.m. and midnight, Monday
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throughoThursday. Only half of the students studied at any time on

Friday or Sunday, and less than 20% devoted any time to academic

matters on Saturday. It was no surprise that the data documented the

popular impression that on the weeends resident stndents suspend

their:pursuit of truth and jcnowledge!,..

The average (mean) number of study hours per week was about 18.

The range was.from 2 68 hours per week. About three quarters studied

20 hours-or./ess. Only 5% spent more than 35 hourS engaged in this

activity. Students were asked how much they would need to study to

achieve their des4 grade point average. This estimate of the required

number of:study hours rose' to about 23 hours per week, while the range.

'stayed essentially the same.

Over three quarters of the respondents believed study conditions

in their residence hall, particuarly their dormitory room, were satis

:Nctory; Indeed the majority of studying by resident students was done

in their residence hall room. over a third spent more than 75%

their study time in their room, A considerable pfOportionjover two
,41

thirds) studied in the main library. Not quite half of the respondents.

also used their hall lounge as a study area. Relatively few students

studied in academic buildings (11%) or in the monitored study hall located

in their resident centers (6%).

It should be noted that. the proportion of time 'spent tudying in

one's room depends on the degree to which the study:conditions in the

room are perceived as satisfactory (r = ,39,.p < .01).. Also, students

who studied fewer hours tended to spend more of their study time in their

rooms (r = .12, p < .08). The small number of students who found locations



to study other than/the usual places such as their room, the library,

or other locations in the hall tended to study more (r = .37, p< .09).

Grades 4
P

Several questions Were.asked about grades. Respondents reported

the grade point average, they realistically would like to -earn that

semester was 3.3(mean). As.a group respondents believed they would

receive a mean grade point average of about 3.0. Older students reported-

higher grade .point averages (r = .32, p < .01). The more, hours respon

lents studied, the higher\their desiredexpecte4 and numulative grade

point 'average.

Students who said to earn their desired grade point average they

would have to study more than they did at present did not doso for

various reasons. The greatest proportion reported being "too busy with

other things" (e.g., social life and cocurricular activities). Almost

a quarter. said they lacked motivation, and 10% reported it was "too

noisy" inthe halls to study effectively.

Learning Disposition

Respondents'considered the six dimensions comprising the concept.

of learning_disposition to be important. Most were generally satis

fied with their own degree of respOnsibility communication Skill and

so forth. And many reported a general sense of satisfaction in the

degree to which living in the halls facilitated their development along

these.dimensions. Men tended to be somewhat more-diSsatisfied. with the

extent to which living in the halla favorably influenced their ability
- /

to communicate effectively and their understanding of and appreciation

for women. Compared with their female counterparts, men were quite
°

)
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satisfied with their personal development concerning cultural activi-

-
ties.

Women tended to be more satisfied than men on most learraig

disposition diMensions. However, they, too, were not satisfied

with the degree to which residence hall living, increased the under-

n

standing of perSdns. of the opposite sex (men).

. -

Although most respondents thought these dimenSions were important,

I
they did\'not necesr.'aily expend effort to increase\their owe develop-

\ \
;-

-i
, ..ment along the dimensions. For example., while almost\all respondents

(98%),believed it was important to act responsibly, only three quarters

put forth fort (discussing their belia:aorwith others, seeking help

in making important decisions, etc.) to become\a more responsible person

(Table 1). This phenomenon (i.e., not willing ,to expend effort even

though development was perceived as important) was more graphically

pcirtrayed.on thedimension associated with,developing-an'understanding.

of and appreciation for persons from other cultures. While'93%. thought

that this was, an important area of development, only about haLf rinde

any effort td increase their ( skill in this area (it should be,noted that

at the time this project was being conducted, Iran had.taken:50 American.'

hostages. This event may have had a limiting effect on the number of

persons who might have reported. being interested in.reaching'out to
,

'persons from other cultures).

,The more effort put forward in all six,dimensions.related to learning

disposition,.the more satisfied respOndents tended to be with,their

development on the respective dimensions (r's range from .19 to .30,
c

all .01). In Table 4 the proportion of resPondents who reported
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whether residence life staff and programs should and could influence

C
residents along the various dimensions are ...reported% Note the diversity

in opinion as to the appropriate role of residence life staff and pro

grams. Also note that while respondents were less certain whether

residence life staff and programs could be helpful to theMselves

personally, they were more likely to. agree that others in their resi

dence hall certainly could benefit from programs directed toward the

various*dimensions.

Staff Insights

Responses varied somewhat by staff roles and centers. Coordinators

tended to be more articulate. This could be attributed to their experi7

ence as full time professionals and to the fact that their interviews were

conducted in person. In general, coordinators responded similarly. .How
es

ever, RAs tended to be more optimistic and 'positive about residents'

behavior and study habits than coordinators. Foster and Willkie staff

responses were fairly. similar while the views of Wright staff,vatied.

The issue,of greatest concern'to staff dealt with student responsibility.

Reference to students exhibiting ..responsible behavior was:made by all

the coordinators.

Willkie staff goals were to provide an environment that:encouraged

personal development through cultural, educational and social programming.

The center was perceived as providing a balance of academic, social, and

recreational activities with unit of orientation,' Participation in the

arts, and a weak..student government.

Wright .staff indicated that their goals were to promote a community

living atmosphere emphasizing academic and social interaction. Wright
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was seen as an active center, involvedlin sports, and alsO unit oriented.

Staff reported that not much emphasis d been placed on academic or

cultural growth.

The goals of Foster as outlined by their coordinator were to pro-,

. ,

vide residents the opportunity to become involved in informal social and

educational opportunities and in personal and community development. Staff

tended to agree although they were-less specific in their articulation of
ti

these goals. Foster was perceived by staff as undergraduate, lower

division, and floor oriented with high participation in social and

athletic activities. I
. .0`...

Study conditions were generally viewed as satisfactory across

center staffs. The degree to which students acted responsibly and quiet

hours were observed probably accounted for the. variance in the reported

satisfaction of study.conditions. As .a group, residence life staff

reported .that they were committed to their work although the degree of

the commitment varied

'Encouraging responsible behavior on the part of students was per-

ceived as quite important. Opinion was-divided on the degree to which

.staff were satisfied with the responsibility exhibited by students.

Staff agreed that they should try to help students become more responsi-

ble but were not certain whether they could be effective in this role.

Encouraging effective communication, understanding of persons from

other cultures, and increasing tolerance for persons with different life-

styles were viewed to be of great importance Opinion.waS once again

split on the degree'of satisfaction with residents' behavior. All

three coordinators were somewhat dissatisfied. Most ,staff agreed that
/

.1



they could and should expend energies toe increase the degree to which

15

residents communicate effectively.

Opinion was split on the issue of encouraging residents to form

meaningful interpersonal relationships with persons of the opposite

sex. The degree of satisfaction to which this has occurred also varied

from very satisfied to somewhat dissatisfied. Nor did respondents

agree as to whether the staff could or should assist in this. area.

However,/encouraging.residents to form meanirgful interpersonal

relationships with pee.sons of the same sex' was of great or some impor-

tance to those interviewed.: The staff was fairly satisfied with resi-

dents' behavior in this area, and the majority felt that they could and

should assist in this area.

Suggestions improving the quality of living in the residence

centers included: improvement -of physical facilities, staff develop-

ment efforts. to increase cOmpetence along'learning diSposition dimen-

sions, increased programming; enforcement of quiet hours, awareness of'
.

the- multipurpose.r,e of the RA, and improving student government.

Coedification was. consistently mentioned as potentially facilitative

of residents' development_along_all the learning- dimensions.

Implications

The findings, from thiS project suggest several'salient implies-
,

tions for those concerned with the efficacy of. the department of resi-

-dence'life. First, it must be recognized that there is a great deal

of 'diversity with, regard to respondents' perception of what.residence'

life staff and programs can and, should do. It seems as though it would.

be extremely' difficult to provide effective programs and services for-
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students who have quite
/
different expectations of what they need or

want.

Another important implication is that it will be difficult'and

probably impossible for residence life stalf.(or Other student services

staff for that matter) to influence students' learning dispoSitio901

Students themselves are unwilling to expend effcrts to develop along

these dimensions. That is, if students are not interested in and

committed to these areas of development to invest their, own time and

energy in the pursuit of these personal objectives, it does not seem

likely that other agencies or persons will be able to favorably influence

students..

This is particularly. true of the amount of time students spend

studying., It was not surprising that students who tended_to2study more

, reported higher grades. Yet many students who readily admitted they

probably would not achieve their desired grade. point average apparently

were not willing to commit more study time per. week. Of ..course, for some

students more study time may merely bring them closer to a point of

diminishing_returns,-Howeveri-most-students could-probably benefit'from

devoting more out-of-claS's time to academic maters..

A good deal of concern has been expressed over the environment

of the resident centers as it relates to effective habits and academic

and personal development: A number of respondents did express dis-

appointment that quiet hours. ere_notenforced with more regularity

and resolve. However, those students who reported cDnditions to be

adequate for studying in their room tended to have lower grade point

:averages and were less interested in pursuing development along other
1-

17
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learning disposition dimensions. While the environments of the halls

could and ahould be madt7. .1nducive for studying, it is unlikely

that such efforts will ted to appreciable changes in student

attitudes and performance Aanges along these dimensions (hours per

week spent studying and graue point -erage) are more likely to he

influenced by, for example, attracting different types of.students to

IU - Bloomington;.. those Who are more highly motivated to achieve in

an academic and a personal development. sense.

This interpretation is tempered somewhat by the realization that

as students become older, they tend to study more and earm higher

grades. This phenomenon is probably related to the'clearer
\
sense of

purpose concomitant with physical and emotional maturation. Because

greater numbers of older students tend to live out of the halls, it

may be.UnealistiC to assume increased learning disposition of\residents

given the Clientele who choose to live in the halls (i.e., younger

students new to IU 713loomington). It also should he acknowledged that

as the nextjlecade.unfolds, more less able students are likely to attend

. _.__ _ .

institutions like I-7. BlOomington. The implications of this trend are

discuased elsewhere (see. Kuh, i-press). Suffice it to saythatmare

pressures will be placed on residence' life staff to provide an environ-

ment consistent with the ideals of the university yet realistic given

the changing. characteristics'of students (different motivation, lower

ability, lower aspirations, etc.) that will enroll in'thesnext few

,years.

A more pervasive problem and one that'is 1#ely to continue is the

great diversity in student'expectations concerning-what residence.life
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staff and programs could and should do. The interview data suggested

at least three reasons for this diversity. First, many students

recognize that development of a favorable learning disposition was a

personal issue-to be-gUccessfully resolved by the individuals, not by

the institution through the arm of residence life staff and programs.

Second, some students did-not assign the same d tree of importance to

issues surrounding learning disposition. Last, other students did not

perceive this (facilitating development along learning 0_4osieion

. ,

` dimensions) to-be the role of residence life staff. No matter which of

these interpretations has the greatest explanatory power, the fact,

remains that the function of residence'life staff and programs is not

necessarily appreciated in a personal way by many resident students.

However, most students did believe that a majority of residents ,

other than themselves could benefit from activities-that addressed

the six learning disposition dimensions.

`It may be that residence' life staff and programs are not effec-,

tively_communicating their-roles and reSponsibilities to residents.

Indeed, there is even some disagreement. among staff, -as to what they.

can. and should do. Of course, some residents will not'take advantage

of residence life staff or programs no matter how they are articulated

or,,presented. However, itis possible that ongoing orientation of

.students to the role, of resident assistants, orientationasSistints,

and coordinators and assistant coordinators- s_needed._Often-theSe-rOles-7--

are described during the first few days on campus" hen students do'not

`recognize the need for.or have been overwhelmed with too much informa-.

tion to appropriately assimilate the roles of residence life staff.

19
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Staff may also benefit from periodic assessment of appropriate roles

and activities. No doubt other explanations and strategies can be

identified that can help to ameliorate this situation.

Well under half of the:respondents in this project reported

that_actiVities related -to the learning disposition dimensions and

increased study time were not apprOOriate foci for residence life staff

and programs. For the department of residence life to favorably

enhance the learning environment and influence students along these

dimensions, this paradox will have to be addressed.

20



Table 1

Respondents' Perceptions of Issues Related to

Development,, of a Favorable Learning Disposition

Dimensions

Importance

Ilow41=NEW.E100ww11./....=.1.11110011

Satisfied With

One's Own

Zreat Some Little None Very

Some Some Very

0 Efforts. to Improve

Has Living in

Center Helped

A Great A Not at

Sat. Dissat. Dissat. Often Occas.Rarely Never Deal Lite All
0/
In

Sense of

Responsi-

bility

82 16 52

Ability to 87 12 29 59 11

"Communicate

Understanding 48 45 18 63 17

Others' ,

Cultures

Tolerance' of. 54 38 28 62' 8

Diffetent

:Lifestyles

. Capacity for . 77 20 42 44 12

,

Capacity for 7.9 20 65 '31

Interac.tion--

--Same -Sex

%

0

1

2

2

42 34 22

46, 33 14

22 30' 39

46 30 20

52 3 _1.4

.
20'

2 48 42 10

7 48 42 10

9 29 50 21

4 55 36

42 38''

66' 26
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Table 2

Perceived Role of Residence Life in Facilitating

Development gong Learning Disposition DimensionS
_____,

Dimensions

Increase Sense

of Responsibility

Increase Ability

to Communicate

Facilitaie

Understanding of

Persons from

Different Cultures

Increase Tolerance

of Persons with

Different Lifestyles

Increase,Capacity

for Meaningful

InteraCtion With'

Opposite Sex.

Increase Capacity

-.for Meaningful

-Interaction with

Same Six

m=4.1i:

Residence Lif_e_Staff--- -----"lesidence Life Straff
_.----

--.7andlagrams COULD... andpronns SHOULD...

Uncertain Uncertain

Yes % Yes

33

42

55

.47

28-- 39' .42 24 34

28 30 42 28 30

24 21 47 27 26

21 32 45 24 ,31

Others t Benefit From

Programs td...

Uncertain

Yes % No

75 8 17

76 12. 12

64 16 20

34 7 - 49' 29 17
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2.

13. Wheie do you study? (Encourage a complete response)
apply:

e..

,27-?2 My residence hall room 37-38 Union

.?.i?0 my residence hall library

- Check as many as

acadeMic building

'reside9ce hall lounge 411"/2 main library

.3L( friend's hall room

'..':(..o3S-residence hall -Study hall

4,...;`-'11 another center (which,one?)..

4-/c5-L07other location (please specify)

14. What proportion of your study time do you spend in eaCh'of these (above)
locations? (Write percentage in above spaces)

15. (IF NOT 0% FOR RESIDENCE HALL CATIONS) When do
time of day, etc.)? 6.0 - 53
Days M. Qv

you usually study ,(days,

Time of day (1.42 Pri

16.---How satisfactory are the conditions for studying in your room? (5'1)

......
i

17. If

Very Satisfactory ,-.2.. Satisfactory -.;
Unsatisfactory

..,

"Unsatisfactory" to 1117, what must be changed to improve study condi-7
,,

tions?

IP

18. If unsatisfactory to 1/17, what can'residence life staff do- to improve
.

these circumstances?
,

V

C-

_We_are about balfwaythrough the interview. I have some

.
nature to which you

questions of a general

can answer something lAtcp the following: Good 'Deal, A
e="-

Little, Not at All; Very Satisfied, Somewhat Satisfied, Somewhat Dissatisfied,

Very Dissatisfied, and so forth.

27
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,HoW important to you is acting responsibly (in terms of respectingothers'

.belongings, studying enough; etc.)? 6-'0

1 Of great importance ;2 Of some import Of little import 9 Of no impor

20. How satisfied are you with your own sense of responsibility ?( 56)

1,('Very satisfied 2 Somewhat satisfied 3 Somewhat dissatisfied

`I.Verydissatisfied

21. flow often do you expend effort or attempt to do things that will help you

become a more responsible person in making decisiohs, ete.)? -1

I Very often ;L Often 3 Occasionally t Never

22. To what extent has living in (name of enter) increased yoursense of

responsibility (being responsible for your own behavior concerning

studying, respect for personal belongings Of others, and so forth)? (5E7)

1 A good deal a- A little Not at all

23.. Could residence life; staff and programS assist you_in-increasing your

sense of responsibility?

Yes .2 No .3 Uncertain

24. SHOULD residence life staff and'programs assist you in increasing your

C)sense of responsibility?

Yes No -0 Uncertain

25. What about_ otlieiS-in your center--could they benefit?

/ .Yes- .2:No Uncertain.

26. What suggestions do you have for,the University that-would help aciliiate..

developMent of'a strong sense.of responsibility?

27: 'now important to you is being able to communicate effectively? (.(;:2.)

/ Of great importance 20f some import Of little import 41___Of_no import
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28. flow satisfied are you with the communication skills y6u presently have?

26

-

i Very satisfied ,0 Somewhat satisfied, 3 Somewhat dissatisfied

q Very dissatisfied-

29. How often do you expend effort to become a more effective communicator? 6-c. 0

I Very often .2 Often OCcasionally t-( Never

'M. To what extent has living in (name of center) increased,your ability to

communicate effectively with others? . ((,5)

I A good deal 2 A little Not at all

31. Could residence life staff and programs assist you in increasing your
ability to communicate effectively? (6,e)

/ -Yes -2 No ,Uncertain

32. SHOULD residence life staff and programs assist you in increasing your

ability to communicate effectively? ((o/)

I Yes 2No I? Uncertain

33. What about other sludenti`in your center--could they benefit? (6e)
/ Yes .Z No 3 Uncertain

34. What suggestions 'do you hdVe.for the University that would help you become

a more effective communicator?

35. How important to you is being able to Apderstand and. appreciate persons
from cultures different from your own? (

/ Of great importance o2 Of some import Of little import c-/ Of no impoi

36. How satisfied are you with your development'in this area? ()(:1)

I Very satisfied

6/ Very dissatisfied

.2 Somewhat satisfied 2; Somewhat dissatisfied

37. How often do you expe d efforts to become more understanding of persons
-ii)

Often --.'Occasionally 1/ Never

from other cultures?

/.Vety often

29
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38. \Tozwhat extent has living in (name of center), increased your under-
.

Standing of persons from cultures different from'yournwn? (7=2)

1/ A good deal A little .3 _Not at

39'. Could residence life staff and programti'assist you in becoming more
understanding of perSons from other cultures? (.7.]0

- ) Yes No 2 Uncertain
I

40. SHOULD residence life staff/and programs assist you in,becoming more
,understanding of personslrOm other cultures ?, (-/ 4.6

1 Yes No : :1 Uncertain

41. 'WhatIabout other students in 'your center--could they benefit?

I Yes .Z 'No 3 :Uncertain (7 s)

42. What suggestions. do you have for. .the University that would help facilitate
your understanding of persons from cultures different than .yours?

,

A Pq&i . -''. i c.,1.,,, . 3
43. How'impOrtant to you is becoming

,,different from your own? (/6)
I

/ Of 'great importance . Of
.

more tolerarWof persons with lifestyleS

some import 2 Of little import

Of no import

44. How satisfiedare you.with your development inthis.area?
\. .4 .

) Very satisfied Somewh'4 satisfied

`1 Very diss\atisfied

45. How ofte
differen

.

/ Very

46. To what e
for indiv

'47.

1A goo

Could: res

increasin

'Yes

(//)

:f Somewhat dissatisfied'

..--- --

do. ouexpend fort to become more tolerant of persons
lifestyles?' 4:0

ften\
.4'

Often 3 Occasionally Li Never.

,
tent has living in (name of center) increased.youtolerance
duals with lifestyles different from yournwn? (/3.

deal ".3c A, little 2 Not at all

dence hall. staff and programs be, designed to assist you
your. tolerance for persons with different lifestyles?

with

2 No 3 Uncertain

27
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48. SHOULD residence hall staff and programs be designed to assist you in
increasing your tolerance for 'persons with different,lifestyles? 05)

. ,

.. / Yes 2 No 3 Uncertain

49. What' about other studentscould theybenefit?(Je)

/ Yes :2No Uncertain

50. What' suggestions do you have for the University thit would help facilitate
our understanding of persons with lifestyles different from yodrS?

\

51. How important to you is aearning to forM meaningful interpersonal relation
ships with members of the opposite sex? 0)

Of'great importance Of.soMe import Of little import V Of no iMpOrt

/
52. How satisfied are you with your development in this area? ( /8)

1 Very satisfied ;1.- Somewhat' satisfied . 3 Somewhat'dissatisfied

r Very dissatisfied

53, How often do you expend effort t?
members of the opposite sex ?( / c)

4 -Vety often .-4.0f ten

relate in a sincere, meaAngful way'with.

Occasionally Never

54/. To, what extent tas living in (name ofcenier). increased your capacity
to form'meaningful relationships with members of the opposite sex?

A good deal A A little "..? Not at all

'55. Could residence life staff and programs assist you.in establishing(2
meaningful relationships with opposite sex?

/ Yes a No 3 Uncertain

56. SHOULD residence life staff and programs assist n establishing
meaningful relationships with opposite sex?

/ Yes No. 2 Uncertain -

57. What about,other students, could they benefit?

/ Yes No, 3 Uncertain

58. What could the University do in this area?



.
____-59.--Howimportant is being able to form meaningful interpersonal relation-

ships (friendships, patc.,) with persons of the same sex, such as your
roommate(s), etc.? (;p1)

/ Of great importance :9 Of. some import ? Of little import /Of no

60. How satisfied are iTu with the.quality of your relationships with others
(same sex) at IU? (:2

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied =1 Somewhat dissatisfied

4 Very 'dissatisfied

61. How often; do you expend effort or attempt to improve your relationships
with your roommate,,persons on your flOor, center, etc.? (i.,)6).

. / Very often 2 Often .? Occasionally i/ Never

62. To what extent has living in (name of center) increased your capacity to

1)

form meaningful'interpersonal relationshipS,w1 1 (members of same sex)
such as your roommate(s), friends, etc.? 0)')

A good deal. ,Z.A little .2 Not at all

63. Could residence life staff and ,programs assist in this area?.68)

/ Yes 2 No 3 Uncertin

64. SHOULD residence life=staff and programs assist in this area?

1 Yes No 03. Uncertain

.65. What about others-7dould they benefit? (_-?0),

/ Yes 3 Uncertain

66. What could the University do in this area?

67. If you had the power to improve, in general, the quality of living in
your residence center,. what would you:do? (Probe for specificity)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION. .1 REALLY APPRECIATE ITT.

29'
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RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF FORM

NaMe r Position
, .

Center

. 1.- In your own words, what are the goals of ." Center?

2. To what extent do you believe staff in. your center are committed to the
Center's goals?

3. Would you say the staff is:

Highly committed Moderately committed

Not at all committed

SOmewhat committed

4. Please describe the personality.of the center. That is, what are the
dominant characteristics, behaviors, and activities of the center's
residents?



2

5. How satisfactory are the conditions for residents studying in their, rooms?

Very satisfactory Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

6. how can study conditions be improved? (What must be done, etc.)

7. How important to you-is encouraging responsible behavior on the part of
residents (showing respect for belongings of others,_center property,
studying enough, etc.)?

f great.impottance

Of no importance

Of some importance Ofl.ittle importance

8. How satisfied are you with the degree. OD which residents of Your center
act responsibly?

Very satisfied. Somewhat satief ed Somewhat dissatisfied'

Very dissatisfied

9. Could residenci life staff and programs increase thedegree to which
residents act responsilidyq

Yes No Untertain

10. Should residence life staff attempt to do so?

Yes No Uncertain'

11. What .suggestions do. you have. for the University that would help facilitate
a strong sense of responsibility on the part-:of residents?

34
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\.
12. How important/to you is enewuning effective communication on the part

of residents `in your center? \
/

Of -great/ importance Of SONL% :-mpjrcance :Of little importance \

Of no no importance

13. How satisfied are you. with the :degree to which residents of yOur center
communicate effective* (adequately)?

Very, satisfied .Somewhat satisfied Somewhat dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied .

-

14. Could residence life staff and programs increase the degree.to which
residents communicate effectively?

Yes Uncertain

15. Should residence, life staff and programs increase the degree to which_
residents communicate effectively? ---

Yes No Uncertain

i

16. /What suggestions do you have for the University that would help. facilitate
effective communication on the part of residents?

17.E How important to you is encouraging residents of your center to understand
and appreciate persons from different cultures?

Of great importance

Of no importance

Of some importance 'of little importance

.

.

18. How satisfied are you with the degree to which residents understand and
appreciate. persons fromdifferent cultures?

Very satisfied

Very dissatisfied

Somewhat_satisfied Somewhat dissatisfied

r--,
ei
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19. Could. residence life staff and programs increase the degree to which
residents understand and appreCiate persons from different 'cultures? ,

Yes No Utcertain

20.: Should residence life staff and programs increase the degree to which
residents understand and appreciate' persons from different cultures?

Yes No Uncertain

21. What suggestions do you have.for the University that would help facilitate
an apneciation and understanding.of persons from different cultures?

22. How important to.you is encouraging residents to increase their tolerance
of persons with lifestyles different than their own?

Of great Importance. Of seine importarw.e, Of little importance

.0f no importance

23. How satisfitd:are ycha with the degree to -which residents are tolerant of
persons with lifestyles different than their own?

Very Satisfied- Somewhat Satisfied' Somewhat dissatisfied

Very:dissatisfied.

24: Could residence life staff nd programs increase. the-degree.to which
residents axe tolerant of peons with lifestyles different than their own?

NO Uncertain

25. Should residence life staff and programs increase the degree to which
residents are tolerant of persons with lifestyles'different than their own?

Yes No Utcertain



G. What suggestions do ydu havrfor the University that would help facilitate
tolerance of persons With different lifestyles?

27. HoW -important to you is:.encouraging residents to form meaningful inter
per Onal-relatiOnships with members of the.opposite sex?

Of great importance Of some importance Oflittle importance.
.--

Of no impZrtance

]
:28. How satisfie1d are you with the degree to which residents seem to have ,

formed meaningfur'interpersonal relationships with members of the
i' .

pposite sex? .

/ ,..,

Very.s/atisfied Somewhat satisfied Sor,2what'dissatisfied

Very /dissatisfied

/

Could rrsidence life staff and programs increase the degree to which
reside ts form meaningful interpersonal. relationships with members of the
opposite sex?

y No Uncertain
//

30: Shoild residence life staff and programs increase the degree.to which,
res dents form meaningful'interpersonal relationships with members of
th opposite sex?

Yes No Uncertain

31. What ,sugestiomsdo--you have /for the University that would help facilitate
residents in forming meaningful interpersonal-relationships with .members.
of the opposite sex? /

//

/

d/

/4

4
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32. How important to you is encouraging.residents.to form meaningful inter-
personal,relationships with persons of the same sex (roommates, etc.)?

Of great importance

Of no importance

Of some importance

6

Of little importance

33.- How satisfied are you with the.degtee-to which, residents Seem to have
formed meaningful interpersonal.relationships with perSOnSiofrhe same

sex?
1 T

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied (Somewhat dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

34. Could residence life staff and programs increase the degree io.which
residents formmeaningfv..1 interpersonal relationships withmeMbers of the

o
saMe sex? .

Yes No Uncertain -

.35. Should residence life staff and programs increas the degree to which
"residents form meaningful interpersOnal- relationships with members of the

35

same sex?

.:' Yes . No Uncertain

36. What suggestions do.you have for. the University that would help faciliC6te
residents in forming meaningful interpersonal relationships with members
of thesame sex? -

37. If you could imprOve the
would. you do? (Probe fo spe fici

residence center, what

i.


